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part of a storage device, such as a CD-RU drive, 
tly fros the disk. The ten s 'pickup' is used most 
beads. 
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1.. Explanation of Terms 

ACCISS  
Refers to the operation whereby data is read fros a storage device such as a 
CD-RnN drive. 

Image buffer  
The data area to where data processed using numeric functions is written. 
The data structure is the same as that used by the GENESIS V-2111. 

Subeode 
Data consisting of items such as CD timing information, CD-6 (seepage 17) 
graphics data, etc. 

• 
Sampling A4 

A process whereby an original sound is divided into tiny slices ani the value 
for each slice is converted into a digital code (PCK). oCY 

indicates how small the sliees are. The higher th quency 
(the smaller the slices), the higher the Ditches (fre an be 
digitally encoded. This is the method used t sac on CDs. 
The CD saspling frequency is 41.1 kll. 

Sapir tine  
This value indicates the amount of tine r 
storage device, such as a CD ION driie, to 
specific data Is recorded. 

itAl2 
This term refers to the simile 
numeric functions. A single s 
32 x 32 dots (612 bytes) in 

head of a data 
ocation where • 

ate which can be processed using 
her 16 x 16 dots (128 bytes) or 

Data cache 
When a disk drive, h as a ON drive, reads data, it it stored in a data 
cache, where hardwa based er eteetion and correction takes place. 
In oontrant to buffo RAN, the dat eache in a funetinn nf the CD drive. 

91/12/13 
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synAet 
$ ti.j logic dystes consisting of a GENESIS and a KIGA-CD. 

ON software designed for use in a MEGA CD ',sten. 

• 
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Fader 
This circuit performs volnne adinstnent. NY changing the Tclane setting, 
fade-ins and in/lib-nuts nf several miliseconds cam be accomplished. 
This eliminates the annoying 'Pops' which can otherwiss ha heard when settings 

are changed. Longer fade-ins and fads-outs lasting several seconds can be 
accomplished using software. 

PALMA 
This is a CG(Coapnter eraphics) fora expression which refers to sulti-slded 
forge (polygons) which are used singly or in multiples to display the hinges 

in the computer. 'Hard Drivia" (Atari) and 'Winning Ron' (Nance) use 
sethod to draw images. 

CDC LCD data controller)  
This is an IC that performs error correction, according u Ihe 
specification, on the CD data sent fron the CDD- 

CDD (compact disc drive)  
The cue of the mechanical portion of devices that re 
from CD. Thu expression 'CD drive' refers to thP RAM 

CD-ROM system (compact disc read-only me.  
The name for a system combining a SINES 

CD-ROM drive 
Refers to the CD drive section. SYnonYgoo 

Compact disc 
The disc. 

gi 
The circuit that converts digital data unto analog data. Digital data stored 
in senory or some sort 4,  tor do to is converted into analog audio and 
video signals. sic. 

)IIGA-CD 
The commercial nam 

and incorp 
N 4rive dooigned spooifioally for the GKISI 

anipi. SOB-c141 control block, CDC, etc. 



(i) MA-C.0 

CPU NC-68000 / 12.5 Nis 

RAM 
768 kilobytes (6 megabits) 

84 kilobytes (612 kilobits) 
16 kilobytes (12R kilnbits) 
8 kilobytes (64 kilobits) 

RON 
128 kilobytes (1 megabit) 

?CH 

for prngrams, picture data and sonn 
data 
PCN wavefors memory 
CD-801 data cache 
backup ' 

CD game BIOS 
CD player software 
CD karaoke 

8 channels, maximum sampling frequency: 

CD drive 
Access time: Anion 1.b see. 

Average 0.8 se 

Other 
'CD player control window a 
.PCD audio fade-in and fade-ou 

vr:A 
*Rotation, enlargese t and redue 
functions are suppo 

(3) GENESIS 
* CPU 

NC-88000. 7-87 
Z-80A t4-8 

* RAM 

screen. 
sd. 

calculation 

Alobito) work RAN (also functions as program 
RAN in CD mode) 

lobiti) V-RAM 
ilobits) Z-80 program IAN 

64 ki 

ytes 

Ize: 320 (V) v 224 (N) 
Number of displayable colors: 84 from a palette of 512 per 
screen (highlight and shadow processing functions supported) 

nd sources 
FM: 6 sound sources, PSG: 3 sound sources, 
Noise: I sound source, PCA: 1 80888 source 

[ 4) 
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2. Hardware Specifications 
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• 
3. Internal Configuration 

(1) Configuration Diagram 

GMBH NIGA-CD 

U 8 

C P U 

in CD 
unit 

BOOT-ION IN 

Miff Udial."1"“ 

li

ut•rn. .9.4. 

in.......tmL: I, 

i....:___.••••••••••=1•1•111••••••••••••••M,M=MO mm. 

* Shaded Etialigi areas indicate the 6 megabit b 
* All capacity figures are given in bits. 

Fig. 1 mlaA-CD &admire 

(2) peeerioLlon of Parts 

(2-1) GENESIS 

Rain CPU 
When the GENESIS and MICA-CD ar biped the result is a sYstem with two 
CPUs (cecludiug the Z-SDA odd s audio functions). 
In order to differentiate betteen them the CPU In Lhe GENIUS is deeignated 
as the MAIN-CPU and the onelin the RIGA as the SUB-CPU. 

The VDP performs at control functions related to the GENESIS displays. 
Thc VDP can only b oontrol1e447 the MAIN-CPU in the CINIBIB, that is to say 
by the MAIN-CPU. 

V-RAM (vid 
This RAM4s buijt 4to and stores data to bc displayed on the screen, 

as baacter m4ps.  In order to display anything on the screen it is 
neeesaary ta into V-RAM. 

This is RA used exclusively by the MAIN-CPU. Since only the MAIN-CPU can 

, 
it contains the main prngran, especially the code for ace 

coat tug the VDP. 

( 5 ) 
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Word RAM 

This RAM area is mainly used 
SUB-CPU. Data from the BO 
the MAIN-CPU via wor 
1 M/1 M mode and 2 
(See next vase for 

sfers between the MAIN-CPU and the 
read in by the SUM-CPU is passed to 
be used in either of two modes: 

chins between modes is accoaplished by software. 

<Quick ewN 
 

* What 2 MA 
* What qs t14 Stelae 

What are the main uses 

UB-CPU? 
fer? 

of P1G-RAM and word SkIt? 

_111,033I;JR)t/Prir710a 8137437483;t 9/22 

(2-2) MIGA-CD 

SUB-CPU 
The SUB-CPU (12.6 11112) signally operates faster than the MAIN-CPU (7.67 MHZ) 
and is mainly responsible for tasks which only the SUB-CPU can perform, 
such as OD-ROM monitoring and control. In addition, due to its greater speed 48  
IL sometimes takes over numeric processing tasks from the MAIN-CPU, controls 
data transfers to and from the graphics numeric processing chip, etc. 

Boot 4W1 
This ROM stores the basic operating program for the MIGA-CD as well as 
start-up graphics data. It is activated automatically when power is t 
to the MICA-CD. Specifically, the boot ION contains the design data a 
programs for the title screen and CD player operating screens, Pipes 
tha CD-G. ets. 

Backlit,  BkX  
The backup RAN is usod to store programs. Consisting o kil 
static RAN, it is backed up by a battery built into -CD 
The backup BAN area can be used by multiple e ions tu t Lail.* of 
its capacity. Backup RAM can be accessed o 

ERG-RAM (megrim RAM)  
This BIM area is used principally as the 
The programs stored here control the ope 
Thongh this area can be accessed by the MA 
operating while this is taking place. Per this' non 
accessed by the MAIN-CPU during g . (See next Page 

r the SUB-CPU. 
B-CPU. 

SUB-CPU nut stop 
Is rarely 

for details.) 

[ 6 ] 
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• 
(3) Wee the 6 Megabit Buffer 

(3-1) PRO-RAN (4N) 
Four megabits of the total 6 megabit:1 In the buffer are used as PRO-RIM. 
As stated, above, this RAM is alsost always used as a progras area controlled 
by the SUB-CPU. But this area pan also be used as a.buffer like regular RAN 
since it is, of course, capable of storing data. In general. PRG-RAN is ilk 
to contain the following: 

Q) Progress for controlling and sonitoring the CD-ROM. 
IP Progress for controlling the graphics =aerie processing chip. 

Program s for controlling data transfers to and from the RAIN CPU 
control programs). 

gD Prograes to take over processing tasks from the MAIN-CPU. 
0 Data read in from the CD-ROM. (In this ease PRO-RAN be/ 

temporary buffer for data to be transferred to word 
memory.) 

• 
(2-2) Nord RAN (2N) 
In order to d1npiny dean reed from' the CD-RD 
the data must be transferred to the VDP. 
In other words, the data must be transfe 
This task is accomplished single-handed 
to that it can operate in either of the 
Lbese data transfers efficiently. 

aim norms*, 
the MAIN-CPU. 

to the MAIN-CPU. 
AN ord RAN is set up 
odes in order to handle 

(3-2-1) 2 I( Mode 
In the 2 X node, the entire 2 m its of RAN can be accessed at once, 
However only use uf either LbJ PU or the SUB-CPU can access it at any 
given time. This mode is mutable to sing the word RAN as a buffer for 
transferring large nausea of data. 

When using the mord' 
processing chip (s  

function of the graphics numeric 
2 It mode must be used. 

NO! x 

WORD-RAM 

WORD-RAM 
2M 

WORD-RAM ' 
2M 

UB 
CPU 

UB 
CPU 

ACCESS! 

Fig. 2) Word IAN 2 N Node Access!/No! Diagram 

[ 7 ] 
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(3.2-2) I 1/1 I Mode 
In this mode word RAN is divided into two sections (VOYDRAN 0 and MIRAN 1). 
allowing both the MAIN-CPU and SUB-CPU each to access one of the sections at 
the same time. The two RAM areas can be swapped (exchanged) LenporullY, 
allowing calculation results and the like to be exchanged quickly and thereby 
taking good advantage of the twin-CPR architecture of the system. This mode 
ic also suitable for animation processing tasks in which data is read from 
the CD-ROM while other daLa Is being displayednt the sane time. 

*nen using the full graphics function of the graphics numeric processing chip 
(see page 12). the 1 1/1  N mode most be used. 

WORD—RAM 

MAIN 
C P U 

ICC108! WORDRLA 
0  

RUMBA)! 
1 

Pt 

14CAR 

  

ACCESS! 
----> 

VORDRIK 
1 

   

Fig. 3 Yard RAM 1 11/1 

<Quick Review Part 2> 
v Give a specific example of a use 
$ What are the special features of the 

t 
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the twin,C U architecture? 
withrtein CPUs? 

<Quick Review Pirt 3> 
* What are the serits 
* What is not P00# 

• 
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4. Detailed Description of Functions 

(1) Twin CPUs 
The systen'e two CPUs, the MAIN-CPU and SUB-C110, function together as 
'twin' CPUs. This twin CPU operation can take two patterns. In the first, 
the faster processing speed of the SUB-CPU is utilized directly to boost the 
system's overall processing speed by haying the SUB-CPU take over sone of th 
processing tasks of the MAIN-CPU. In the second, the MAIN-CPU and SUB-CPU 
operate simultaneously in order to ieprove processing efficiency. 
In this case the capabilities of the system are enhanced because two 
separate tasks can be perforned at the sane tine. 
As was pointed out in the notes on the preceding pages, display tenet' 
only be handled by the MAIN-CPU and CD-ROM control is always perforne 
SUB-CPU. 

<Usage maple> 

CD Displaying images while reading In dale 
While the SUB-CPU reads in data from the cp-tas, t ys 
images on the screen. 

> Large volume anisation process 
> roll-graphics loving Image p 

OD Diselating images while Perforeing an 
While the MAIN-CPU displays lieges on 
another processing task. 

-> Graphics numeric processing an 
> Paster polYgon proce AS 

-> Ilinination of del arge volnne sprite displays 

task 
SUB-CPU portents 

as its results 

9 
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(2) Graphical Numeric Processing Function . 
The RIGA-CD incorporates a built-in graphics numeric processing chip to 
strengthen the graphics capabilities or the system. This chip is structurally 
linked to the word RAN area and all data transfers involving this chip take 
place in word RAM. The Chip supports coordinate conversion functions such as 
rotation. enlargement and reduction and a full graphics function that allows # 
images to be displayed by specifying each individual dnt. 

(2-1) Coordinate Conversion Function (Rotation, Enlargement and Reduction) 
(2-1-1) Basic Principle 
The basic principle behind the rotation. enlargement and reduction functions 
is ample coordinate conversion. An image is written to the TV screen 
rows of successive dots following the scan lines which run .from left o right 
beginning in the upper left-hand corner of the screen and continuing downward 
line by Line. The basic principle or coordinate conversion is detv ine 
fron.where to trace the dots which form the original im ge. 
The beginning point and direction of the trace then de t inee tte conversion 
formula. 

Original image 

4,  
.Trace Screen display 

method of tracing (picking up dots) becomes 
conversion formula. 

asid ciple of Coordinate Conversion 

Vii 
coordinate 

ed up by tracing the original image at an angle as shown 
ng the lines in the normal.manner straight from left to 

esult in a coordinate converted (rotated) image. This is bow 
eonversion works. 

In th ase, the manner in which the original image is traced becomes the 
coordinate conversion formula. Specifically, since the TV displays biases 
line by line. it is Only necessary to specify the point where the picking up 

[ 10 
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of each line should begin and the distance which needs to be traced (expressed 
as Ax and Ay). The graphics numeric processing chip will then do the 
necessary calculations and the results (the converted image data) arc returned 
to us. BY specifying the parameters in different ways, operations such as 
rotation, enlargement and reduction can be aenomplished. 

(2-1-2) Rotation 
The umber of degrees the image is rotated is determined by the angle of t 
trace lines (4 y/a z) . If we simply supply values of 4z is 1 and 47 - 1, t 
original image will be rotated counterclockwise 45 degrees 
(tane = 4y/4z = 1 = 42' . But it is necessary to keep in mind that if 
the values Adx 1 and Aly = I are used, the practical distance to the 
point traced will be 4.2. When the image is actually displayed, rows 
a distance of 1 apart are drawn, so the size of the converted image 
up as 1/)-2 that of the original image. This means that in order to 
original image 45 degrees, while maintaining its correc dime s. 
the parameters must be specified as 23x = 1/4-2 and 237 1/ 

= : trace width (variable) Dot p 

y = 1 

4: = 114-2; trace widt (variable) Dot porton width (fixed) 

1 
Conversion 11------4111 

Pig. 5 L.h YariL In Coordinate Conversion Processing. 

REGA-CD ig capable 
described 
with the 
or.hackw 
rikation.  

tion, but the coordinate conversion process 
a single axis. If this rotation is combined 

n 2 13), the rotated image is tilted forward 
a second ails. This is what is meant by 2-axis 

11 
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(2-1-2) Enlargement/Redaction 
For enlargement ur reduction which does not involve rotation, it is 
sufficient to specify the 41 value only (AY 2  0 111 all eases). 
In this ease, the closer together the lines of the original lease are traced 
Lbe larger the converted image will be (because the display dot positions 
are fixed). Consequently, specifying du ( 1 results in enlargement and 
specifying 4x) 1 results in redaction. 

(2-1-4) 3-D Effect 
TV screens are displaYed in units of scan lines running from left to right, 
and onc sot of Az and Ay values is specified for each trace line, on 
which corresponds to each scan line. Naturally, it is possible to chat e the 
values line by line, if we so wish. Taking advantage of this. it is 13ssible 
to make the image appear to tilt forward by making the six value 
progressively smaller (resulting in more enlargement) as the con 
toward the bottom of the screen, creating a 3-D effect is es it 
nnalhle tn make flat. 2-dimensional leases appear to haveulept 

rwards 
A to thA 

ssible to 
the right 

One point requires caution: though the original ME 
and hark-verde, it eannnt bn rntetAd tn thA loft or 
fact that parameters are set line by line. 
Produce effects such as an image tilted 
front or left front. 

Quick Review Part 4) 
What is the basis principle behind ro pension and reduction? 
libel sort of effects cannot e produced using .the coordinate 
conversion Mai on? 

(2-2) Full Graphics Function 
Another capability of tb 
graphics function. In 
Images are composed 
graphical iaages us 
to think in torso o 
express an 1 
software o 
GENESIS in  

c processing chip is its full 
enerally used display method in which 

s, fall Graphics manipulates and displays 
It is used in cases where it is meaningless 
oially, hlooko, or if it in not P000iblo to 
cept.. This function can be implemented in 

irst understand its iiplenentation on the 
ow the full graphics function differs. 

full gr ction displays images using dot units. The GENESIS 
ple es two dots as one byte. In other words, the actual 

pro sling uses 2-dot units. This means that if it is necessary to 
shift part an image by one dot, the center of one byte must be shifted 
one-h at a time. The processing required to do this is very unwieldy. 

I 12 ] 
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In contraet to the above. the MICA-CD full graphics function handles one dot 
as one byte. This means that screen ealculations using dot units can be done 
much faster. In addition, the data is arranged in the same order that it 
appears on the screen, Baking more efficient data compression possible 
(depending, of course, on the characteristics of the image). 
(When compressing data organised into coil units, the data is split up into 
units of eight dots, arranged horizontally, for compression. If dot units are 
used, however, compression can be applied to horizontal dot strings or anY 
length.) Basically, the full graphics function is used If the cell concept c 
not be applied (as in the previous example) or if an image simply cannot be 
displayed using the sprite function. This makes for von, effective diselays 
when used with the full animation processing capabilities possible with 

<Quick Review Part 5> 
s In what sort of cases' is the full graphieR function used? 
* What are the special characteristics of the KEW D ful 

function? 

(2-3) Important Points About Graphical Numeric Process' 
and Vnll Graphirs Punatinna. 

When using the coordinate conversion !cacti 
it is important to be aware of the Unita 
It is particularly necessarY that YOU km 
processing is very fast, thanks to the g 
Ike YD? ILself remains unchanged. 

4‘ 

ho the numeric 
rooming chip, 

Op The two functions cannot be need at the s 
IL is out possible, for example. 0 Lry Lo redraw Lhe screen using the full 
graphics function while simn1 ly rotating the image. 

OD The YDP functions are unchanged. 
The number of displayable core and e 
of cum, the same RR they a for the 
the screen redraw 60 
required to colp1e ly redi , the screen 

number of colors in the palette are, 
standard GERM. In addition. 
time of at least 4 interruputs is 
(15 frames per second). 

OD V-RAM has not bee 
The Y-BAN 
or redne 
lust be 

tax 
not the d 
inn 

eeiceL, 
Care shool 
el 

so when performing rotations, enlargements 
hen n e full graPhics function, this limitation 
d. In ort, the display data size must not mend the 
rep in mind that the data size being referred to here Is 
or the original image but the data size for the converted 

e entire capacity of P-RIM is used to perform special 
it will not be possible to display any other objects. 
therefore be Laken when deciding uu Lbe size of the various 
the screen. • (13 3 
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OD The Lwo functions impose limitations an the word mode. 
To use the coordinate conversion functlun, Lhe word mode aust be 6 2 N.' 
while the full graphics function mares the '1 N/1 N' word RAN node. 

Stamp data is necessary. 
Just as fix data is divided into blocks, the data must be divided into 
sections called stamps, consisting of 16 x 16 or 22 x 22 dots, 
for processing using the numeric function. This naturally necessitates 
associated sap data, and sufficient In must be available to acconmodate it 
all. Not. that, as is the case with blocks, RAN capaeity can be conserve 
using Lhe same spots extensively. 

(3) Audio Functions 
Simply using CD as the data storage medium means that the system 
capabilities are substantially more powerful than those •the 
Though the system is not really suitable far dedicated an o ap 
still is capable of performance on a par with inexpensive CD-
units currently on the market. 

it 

(9-1.) CD-Di (digital eompaet audio diso) 
CD-Di Is Lhe name of Lhe siandard for Lhe 
on specificatioas published in the inter 
In a nutshell, CD-D1 compact discs must 
10-bit quantization and two audio charm 
Naturally, NIGA-CD conforms with these ( 
users to play eomaereially available mui 
Twelve-centimeter CD-109 disks conforming 
up to 75 minutes of music as is Use 

to -DA 
with regular 

OA 

ional Red 
e a samplin 
(stereo). 
Book) sp fleations, allowing 

risk of damage. 
standard can contain 
audio CDs. 

It is based 
tandards. 

maguey of 44.1 kHz, 

MICA-CD game disks, however, 

music due to special Sega s 
MIGI-CD also conforms t ye 
Book). This standard 
the CD-BON disk, b 
available CD-ROX 
unison 80 minutes 
required Au 

a maximum of only OD minutes of. 
essitated by a variety of factors. 

ernational standard: CD-RON (Yellow 
storage of programs and design data on 

and CD-RON areas cannot overlap, the 
e divided between them. In other words, the 
is reduced by however much Span is 

(3-2) 8-c 

And Tattle 
the sma 
the 

o PC Source 
se code modulation.' one of the commonly used digital 
It slices the audio vavefore up at regular intervals 

quency). the wave amplitude is digitized (nonverted into a 
the resulting data is stored. In this way music can be recorded 
back. The thinner the slices (lbe higher Lhe sampling frequency) 
the bits of sound (higher frequencies) that can be recorded and 

or the playback fidelity to the original. This is because a higher 
sampling frequency results in less error betweeo the actual wave ampl1Lode 
and the recorded data, and therefore less distortion. • 

91/12/13 
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• The GENESIS can only use l-chainel PCN. IIGA-CD, on the other hand, is 
capable of simulLaneoasly reproducing eight channels, each containing a 
different (sampled) sonic timbre. Also, since the MESH portion of the 
system is independent, it is theoretically possible to play six FM. three 
PSG. elghL PCM from the MEGA-CD, as well as the CD-DA audio, all at the 
same time. 

The maximum sampling frequency (sampling rate) for MEGA-CD is 32 kis 
(for 8-bit, 8-channel operation). Considering that the GENESIS sanpling 
rate is 8 klls in almost all cases, it does not seem all that inferior 
compared with the CD-DA (44.1 kb for 18-bit, 2-channel operation) a 
MEGA-CD. This is also tree of cases where 'voice' Is heard. 

<Quiek Review Part 7> 
s What is CD-PA? 
* What is the difference between MIGA-CD's PCM so l)* soul 

Drive's PM sound sources? 

• 

[15] 
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(3-3) 8-times Oversampling Digital Filter 
The sampling rate for CD-DA audio Is also 44.1 kis; but most commercially 
available audio equipment suppleeents this with data Interpolation at a filed 
level during playback. 

Boundwave (in actuality an irregular cum) 

<--- PCN data 

<Detail of area between A and 1› B 

The spaee between the PCM data samples 
Is divided into eight parts and data 
is interpolated. 

A 

'r(s4  

Pig. 6 PCK Indio etton and Interpolation. 

Fig. 0 above depicts in pinto 
process. Since Pa recording 
when looked at closel 
A smoother, more mat 1 sou 
steps in order to narrow the 
In this example thiie porfo 
This is what tie 
This has be e tie stan 

ado-In/Oct 
E6A-CD allows con ol of the volnee of the audio signal through software. ode- 14ftde outs can be applied not only to the previously available 

S so id sources, but to the CD-DA audio material as well. 
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al form the reproduction of sound using Lhe FCM 
tines e data, the reproduced sound, 

from one level to the next. 
an be obtained by interpolating intermediate 

between samples and sannth out the skipping. 
t a density of 8-times (eight divisions). 

pJ4.g digital filter does. 
udio equipment. 



• 
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(4) Appendices 

(4-1) loving Picture Processing Capability 
Hardware limitations on the moving picture proeessing capabilities of the 
GENESIS mean that the maximum rate attainable with full screen, full size 
Images (strictly speaking, images are limited to a size of 38 z 24 sells du 
to V-1411 considerations) is 12 screens per second (4 int per screen). 
Considering that most animated cartoons use between 8 and 12 frames per 
second. the 611(16Irs capabilities would seem to provide adequate 
impressive possibilities. (Note. however, that the 'full animation' of 
Disney films and the like use 24 frames per second, and the rate for 
standard video moving pictures is some 30 frames per second.) 

Even under tho above conditions, full screen Leases employing h 
movement are possible using the horizontal 22-cell mode Howe . 
if the rotation function is used in this ease, distorted' agee,wi suit 
because the original image in composed of rills that are vfd,r  thin th are 
tall. If no rotations need to be used, the horizontal ell mod‘ ery 
suitable for creating lifelike moving pictures been the 1 e creen 
lien 

The number of frames per second can be i eased be e if smaller 
screen sizes are used. But since the an lest procest g i for the MEGA 
Drive is 1 lot (= 1/60 second), the ab ute maximum c. ben of frames per 
second attainable is 60. Theoretically would be p ible to achieve a 
rate of 60 frames per second by reducing scree se to 1/4, but since 
even 'full animation' uses a rate of only per second, a rate closer 
to that figure should be quiet sufficient. 
As for as the number of colors 1 Concerned, under normal conditions. normall 
scroll A/B is used to display cob 

By adding the sprite capability the'tota number of colors displayed can be 
boosted to 61. However. 'italic= inherent in the sprite function limit the 
size of screens to rizou cell mode, and if 01 colors are 
displayed the at nable s en size becomes half of that (20 horizontal eel is). 

The total 9rJu.e  becomes quite large when many. tens of screens are 
handled Øfseeo~ The  C47 data capacity is 540 megabytes, and using ;A moving i r tendee eriods of ties will tax that capacity to the 

val eta d above, the attainable rate of data compression is quite 
high if full graphics function is used, but speeifie values for 

, the i tions have yet to be detereined. 

(4-2) Soling (  
El s PCS and CD-Di audio to the FM and PSG available with the 
eonven anal GENES/S. for a total of four typos of sound source. 
Mben planning the tall/nal/on of Lheae, Llie following points should be borne 
in mind. 

01/12/12 
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0 II/PSG 
On the GENESIS. Portions of the l80 meaory area were allocated to a sound 
prograa. SE data and as a work area. Song data was stored in a bank in the 
cartridge RON. Since the 8161-CD does not use cartridges, all the above data, 
including the song data. meat be loaded into the 180's mom 
The available memory capacity is SA kilobits (= 2000h). Since the song data" 
must occupy part of this area. there Is really only room for one or two spoils. 
Mote Lhat using more songs than this will involve transferring the necessar 
daLa from the main memory area. 

40 PCS 
The MEGA-CD incorporates a PCN waveform memory RAI area (512 kilobits). 
It is used like V-RAN, but for sound. PCN control is the task of thelsUB-CPU, 
so the actual place where PCX data is put is the 6 megabit buffer. Tivefore. 
in order to use PCX audio, a work area for that Purlosemst be set as 
the buffer. Care should be taken to avoid conflicts witUtdata 
sounds or pictures which are to be reproduced at the same 
Due to the basic principle of the forget, the volume of ,pC11 s on 
the duration of the sound to be encoded and the sup tg ate longer the 
sounds ur music to be reproduced last, the m •t the will b . 

CD CD-DA 
CD-DA audio involves playlu 
Therefore, the disk Ca 1.t 
audio is playing. I 
read continuously 
are slaply not PO ibla. No 
processing data fibs the bu 
whenever new ta 
mind. 

In like Banner, a higher surging rate r 
volume of data. Even a long song can be 
data if only one timbre is used, becalm 
Is required. This is something that you 
In the case of voices. sampling is only n 
the speech. Therefore only enough eapaeltr 
necessary. 

digital NNW data directly from the disk. 
access for any other purpose while the CD-DA 

ects like full animation with data being 
sk accompanied by a fdli orchestral background 

so that even if animation is performed by 
the CD-DA audio will have to be interrupted 
d in. These two points need to be borne in 

resents a 
,ncoded using 

:!only data no 
' ould alway 

sat 

ingly larger 
mi sal voluse of 

that one type of sound 
eep in mind. 

the actual duration of 
re that mach data is 

• 

ial .03 • icuo, 
Special 37ods using the PCM capability include, in addition to the 
abov ohnigue of using anisation data stored in the buffer, 

large volumes of PCK data as required fron the CD RON and 
outputtin t contlouously, aud saudwichlug PCM UAL& between picture data and 
reaV I both in at the same time (phrase sampling). In Lhe case of CD-DI 
andi , e very end of the song could be encoded using PC1 in order to 
disguise the short gap caused when the pickup moves back (looping) to the 
beginning of the song, producing a continuous whole. 

[ 18 j 
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(Quick Review Part 11) 
* that are the limitations on the 

capabilities of the 910A-CD?* 
* What points should no tept in mind r 

of the HIGA-CD? 

processing 

g the sound capabilities 

• 

( 19 
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(4-3) Access Time 
The access time of the ME6A-CD is far superior to that of other units. 
Its maniac' seek tile (the time from when the Pickup receives the command and 
when it reaches its destination) Lea mere 1.5 seconds. The BIGA-CD noes 
hardware to perform this task, making possible to significant reduction in 
the tine required to 'read is data. In fact, if the capabilities of the twin 
CPUs are put Lo good use, the 111GA CD's effectivo soot time can be reclined 
almost zero. 

(4-4) CD-8 Compatibility 
In addition to CD-Di and CD-101. MIGA-CD is also compatible with the 
standard. CD-C is most commonly used in CD karaoke machines, and its 
is basically identical to that of CD-DA, except that graphical data 
in the tiny saps between Lhe tracks of audio data (the so call 
area, I which is not used at ail on standard audio CDs)4kOhe 
CD-G discs can be played on standard CD players-with ezr( udi0 
quality ea when the disc is played on a CD-6 player. Ho v 
ansabitions specifications of the graphics portion 11 sine 
ut 31.111 inasca which appear on the screen one afto O Sr. ees colors 

Not. at I 
 

palette 
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exceeds that of MIGA-CD. Therefore, when n MINA-CD, 
out of a palette of 4,096 can be displayed a 

the displayable colors are limited to 512. 
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